
Mayan



ECONOMY

•Did not use money

•Used cacao seeds, salt, obsidian or 
gold as currency

•Value tended to vary from one 
region to another



SUBSISTENCE ITEMS

•Items were those used on a daily 
basis: food, clothing, tools, basic 
pottery, salt, etc.

•Main crops: corn, beans, and 
squash

•Used basic slash-and- burn 
agriculture technique 

•Coastal communities had fish and 
other seafood.



•Bustling trade

•Produced gold, jade, copper, obsidian 
and other raw materials

PRESTIGE ITEMS



•Precious commodity

•Used it for adornments, weapons, and 
rituals

•Obsidian, or volcanic glass, was 
available only at a handful of sites

OBSIDIAN





•Highest authority

•Called the halach uinic (true man)

•Ruled the state

•Decided when and with whom to go to 
war

•Considered a god-king

•Dynasty – passed down to family

Ruler



•2nd in command

•Knew how to read and write & inherited their 
position from their fathers

•Nobles - scribes and officials, oversaw the 
gov’t, gathered taxes, supplies, and labor for 
construction projects, led peasant armies

•Priests - maintain favor with the gods, led 
rituals, offered sacrifices, and foretold the 
future, consulted during war, 
mathematicians, astronomers, and healers.

Nobles and Priests



•3rd in command

•Merchants - traveled by sea, river, and well-
constructed roads to trade with other city-
states: products included obsidian and jade; 
copal, a tree sap, and quetzals feathers

•Artisans- made a wide variety of objects, 
many of them designed to pay tribute to the 
gods. Painted books on paper, murals of 
Mayan life, important battles, created 
sculptures for temples and decorative 
designs on palace walls and were skilled 
weavers and potters.

Merchants and Artisans



•4th in command

•Backbone of society

•Worked hard on the land were farmers

•Men spent most of the day in the fields, 
farming with wooden homes.

•Women prepared food, weaving, and sewing.

•Served as soldiers during wars.

•Helped to build pyramids and temples.

Peasants



•Bottom

•Performed manual labor for their owners.

•You could be born/sold into slavery.

•War prisoners were enslaved.

•Enslaved as a punishment for serious 
crimes.

•Did not mistreat slaves. Had better lives 
than peasants. Were not free to come and 
go as they pleased.

•Sacrificed when their owners died.

Slaves


